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Abstract
The Visual Secret Sharing (VSS) scheme is a cryptographic 
tool used to encode a secret image into several shares, each of 
which does not reveal any information of the secret image. This 
paper presents a system which takes three pictures as an input 
and generates two images which correspond to two of the three 
input pictures. The third picture can be recovered through the 
simple algorithms on two generated images. This scheme achieves 
lossless recovery and reduces the noise in the cover images without 
adding any computational complexity.
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I. Introduction
Due to the accelerating integration of computer and communication 
technology, Internet has been established worldwide, and 
multimedia information is transmitted over the Internet 
conveniently. Various confidential data such as military maps and 
commercial identifications have been converted into multimedia 
data, stored, and processed for transmission and distribution. 
While using secret images, security issues should be taken 
into consideration. The traditional cryptography, a process of 
encryption and decryption, is time – consuming and requires mass 
computations. To deal with the security problems of secret images, 
various image secret sharing schemes have been developed. Visual 
cryptography scheme eliminates complex computation problem 
in decryption process thus enabling the transfer of secret images 
in a more convenient, easy and secure way.
 In a VCS, there is a secret image which is encrypted into some 
share images. The secret image is called the original secret image 
for clarity, and the share images are the encrypted images (and are 
called the transparencies if they are printed out). When a qualified 
set of share images (transparencies) are stacked together properly, 
it gives a visual image which is almost the same as the original 
secret image; we call this the recovered secret image.
 The (k,n) visual cryphography schemes (VCS) were introduced 
by Naor and Shamir [1] in 1994, which is a technique allowing 
a dealer to encode a secret image into n shares. The secret image 
is visible if and only if any k shares (k< n) are stacked together, 
whereas any set of less than k shares cannot gain any information 
about the secret image.  In (k, n) Basic model any ‘k’ shares will 
decode the secret image which reduces security level. To overcome 
this issue the basic model is extended to general access structure 
[2], where an access structure is a specification of all qualified 
and forbidden subsets of ‘n’ shares. Any subset of ‘k’ or more 
qualified shares can decrypt the secret image but no information 
can be obtained by stacking lesser number of qualified shares 
or by stacking disqualified shares. The size of the shares and 
the implementation complexity in these schemes depend on the 
number of colors appearing in the secret image. In other words, 
when the secret image contains a great number of colors, these 
schemes will become impractical. This scheme provides a more 
efficient way to hide a gray image (256-colors) in different shares. 
Naor and Shamir describe the visual secret sharing problem in 
which the secret image can be viewed as nothing more than a 
collection of black and white pixels. Each pixel in the original 

image is divided into a certain number of subpixels (m) in each 
of the n shares. Each share is comprised of collections of m black 
and white subpixels where each collection represents a particular 
original pixel. When the shares are stacked together in order to 
align  the subpixels, the secret image can be recovered.
The important parameters of this scheme are, 

Pixel expansion ‘m’, which refers to the number of pixels • 
in a share used to encrypt a pixel of the secret image. This 
implies loss of resolution in the reconstructed image.
Contrast 'α', which is the relative difference between black • 
and white pixels in the reconstructed image. This implies the 
quality of the reconstructed image.

Generally, smaller the value of ‘m’ will reduce the loss in resolution 
and greater the value of 'α' will increase the quality of the 
reconstructed image. As mentioned above if ‘m’ is decreased the 
quality of the reconstructed image will be increased but security 
will be a problem. So research is focused on two paths

To have good quality reconstructed image.• 
To increase security with minimum pixel expansion• 

II. Development

A. Related Works
 Naor and Shamir applied the above idea on black and white images 
only. Few years later, Verheul and Tilborg [3], developed a scheme 
that can be applied on colored images. The inconvenient with these 
new schemes is that they use meaningless shares to hide the secret 
and the quality of the recovered image is bad. More advanced 
schemes based on visual cryptography were introduced in [4-6] 
where a colored image is hidden into multiple meaningful cover 
images. Chang, Tsai and Chen. Proposed a new secret color image 
sharing scheme [5], based on the modified visual cryptography. 
In that scheme, through a predefined Color Index Table (CIT) and 
a few computations they can decode the secret image precisely. 
Using the concept of modified visual cryptography, the recovered 
secret image has the same resolution as the original secret image in 
their scheme. However, the number of subpixels in their scheme is 
also in proportion to the number of colors appearing in the secret 
image; i.e. the more colors the secret image has, the larger the 
shares will become. Another disadvantage is that additional space 
is needed to store the Color Index Table (CIT).

B. Chang and Yu’s Scheme
Chang and Yu introduced in [4], a new secret color image sharing 
scheme based on modified visual cryptography. By means of 
defining a modified stacking operation, this scheme can hide a 
gray image (256-colors) among n shares easily and has the ability 
to recover the hidden image clearly. This scheme does not need 
any predefined Color Index Table (CIT), and the sizes of shares 
are the same and fixed. Furthermore, the share size is independent 
of the number of colors appearing in the secret image. Moreover, 
the pixel expansion in this scheme is only 9, which is the least 
among those in the previously proposed methods. This technique 
achieves a lossless recovery of the secret image but the generated 
shares (camouflage images) contain excessive noise. This paper 
introduces an improved scheme based on Chang’s technique in 
order to enhance the quality of the cover images while achieving 
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lossless recovery and without increasing the computational 
complexity of the algorithm.

1. Method Description
In this section, we describe the construction details of a uniform 
(2, 2) secret color image sharing scheme. Suppose we take a 
gray-level secret image I with 256 colors and two significant 
cover images, 01 and 02 whose sizes are the same as that of I. 
Assume that each pixel in the gray image can be represented by 
an 8-bits binary string, and the original secret image is a finite set 
of pixels. This scheme will transform each pixel into 9 subpixels 
(this scheme uses m = 9 as an expansion factor) and embed these 
sub pixels in 2 image shares. In other words, each share can be 
seen as a set of these 9 subpixels. The resulting structure of a pixel 
can be described by an 2 x 9 Boolean matrix S = [Sij] (1< i < 2, 
1 < j < 9), where Sij = 1 if and only if the j th subpixel in the i th 
share has non-white color in it. When these two shares are stacked 
together, the color of the original secret pixel will be revealed by 
performing the ‘XOR’ operation on each row in S.

2. Algorithm 1
To share the p th pixel with color K = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2 in I, the 
dealer randomly chooses an integer, rp, 1 < rp < 9. According to rp 
and K = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2, S is constructed. The construction is 
considered valid if the following conditions are satisfied:

 Ki = Sij  S2j
 1 < i < 8, j =     i, if i < rp   (1)
      i + 1, if i > rp
Here, we define S is a uniform construction, if the total number of 
1s in each row of S is more than the number of 0s by one.
 After constructing S, in case that the color of the pth pixel in the 
cover image oi is kpi, then the dealer arranges row i in S as a 3 x 3 
block Bpi and fills the subpixels valued 1 with color Kpi for block 
Bpi. The resulting blocks Bp1 and Bp2 are the subpixels of the p th 
pixel after expanding. Following the above description, a uniform 
construction of Bp1 and Bp2 for the pth pixel with color K in I 
can be constructed by using Algorithm1. After processing all the 
pixels in I, two camouflage color images 11o  and 12o are generated. 
In other words, 11o  and 12o  share the secret image I.

3. Steps of the Algorithm;[Sharing a Pixel Among two 
Blocks]
Input: a pixel with color k = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2, and two colors 
k1, k2 of the corresponding pixel in cover images O1 and O2. 
Output: two subpixel blocks B1 and B2..

1. Take a colored secret image IHL of size H x L and choose • 
any two arbitrary cover images O1

HL and O2
HL of size H x 

L.
Scan through IHL and convert each pixel I• ij to an 8-bits binary 
string denoted as k =(k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2. 
Set all elements in S to be null, no of one = 0; randomly select • 
an integer rp, Where, 1 ≤ rp ≤ 9 for each pixel Iij.
For i = 1 to 8 do• 

       If (Ki =1 and i < r) then
       no of one = no of one + 1;

       
=iS1

      (Where, % denotes “MOD” operation)
      else if (ki = 1 and i ≥ r) then
      no of one = no of one + 1;
      j = i+1;

      S1j
=

If (no of one % 2 = 1) then, S• 1r =0.
Randomly assign the rest null elements in row 1 to 0 or 1, • 
let the total number of 1s be more than the number of 0s by 
one.
Let j = 0, for i = 1 to 9 do• 

       if (i ≠ r) then
       j = j + 1; 
       S2i = ji kS ⊕1
      else
      if (no of one % 2 = 1) then S2i =1
      else S2i = 01 ⊕iS

Arrange each row in S to two 3 x 3 blocks B• 1 and B2, 
respectively.
Fill the 1s sub pixels in B• 1 and B2 with colors k1 and k2, 
respectively, the rest of pixels are transparent.  

4. Algorithm2
After receiving camouflage images 11o  and 12o as well as a sequence 
of random bits R = {r1, r2, …..r|G|}, the hidden secret image is 
recovered without any distortion by performing Algorithm 2.

(i). Steps of the Algorithm; [Recover the Hidden Secret 
Image]
Input: two camouflage images 11o  and 

12o  with image size of n x 
m pixels, a sequence of random bits R = {r1, r2, …..r|G|}
Output: the hidden secret image I’ with image size of n/3 x m/3 
pixels.

For r = r• 1 to rG do Step 2 to Step 4.
Extract the first 3 x 3 blocks V• 1

r an V 2
r  from both camouflage 

images O1’ and O2’, respectively.
Arrange V• 1

r and V 2
r to two 1 x 9 matrices S 1

r and S 2
r , 

respectively.
The r• th pixel in recovered image I’ is

        I’[r] = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2, where,

        = ,
Repeat for 3 x 3 blocks in O• 1’and O2’

III. Improved Image Generation Scheme
In this section, a modification of above mentioned algorithm is 
presented to produce better quality camouflage images [7].

A. Hiding algorithm
Before sub pixels expansion, add one to all pixels in the cover 
images and limit their maximum value to 255. This ensures that 
no “0” valued pixels exist in the images. When the images are 
expanded, replace all the 0’s in So, S1 by values corresponding 
to K1 – 1 in B1 and K2 – 1 in B2 (fig. 1) instead of leaving them 
transparent. Also, adjust all pixel values to be between 0 – 255. 
These modifications help to reduce the noise in the camouflage 
images.

Fig. 1: Improved Image Generation Technique
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1. Steps of the Hiding Algorithm
A pixel with color k = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2, and two colors k1, k2 of 
the corresponding pixel in cover images O1 and O2 are the inputs 
and the outputs are two subpixel blocks B1 and B2.

Take a colored secret image I• HL of size H x L and choose any 
two arbitrary cover images O1HL and O2HL of size H x L.
Before sub pixel expansion, add one to all pixels in the cover • 
images O1

HL and O2
HL, and limit their maximum value to 255. 

This ensure that no “0” valued pixels exists in the images.
Scan through I• HL and convert each pixel Iij to an 8-bits binary 
string denoted as k = (k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8)2.
Set all elements in S to be null, no of one = 0; randomly select • 
an integer rp, Where, 1 ≤ rp ≤ 9 for each pixel Iij.
For i = 1 to 8 do• 

 If (Ki =1 and i < r) then
 noOfOne = no of one + 1;

 =iS1 `
 (Where, % denotes “MOD” operation)
 else if(ki = 1 and i ≥ r) then
 no of one = no of one + 1;
 j = i+1;

S1j
=

If (no of one % 2 = 1) then S• 1r =0.
Randomly assign the rest null elements in row 1 to 0 or 1, • 
let the total number of 1s be more than the number of 0s by 
one.
Let j = 0, for i = 1 to 9 do• 

 if (i ≠ r) then
 j = j + 1; 
 S2i = ji kS ⊕1
 else
 if (no of one % 2 = 1) then S2i =1
 else S2i = 01 ⊕iS

Arrange each row in S to two 3 x 3 blocks B• 1 and B2, 
respectively.• 
Fill the 1s sub pixels in B• 1 and B2 with colors k1 and k2, 
respectively, the rest of pixels are replaced by k1-1 and k2-1, 
respectively. Also, adjust all the pixel values to be between 
0-255.

B. Decryption Algorithm
To recover the secret image, both camouflage images O1’, O2’ 
and the string of random bits R are needed.

1. Steps of the Decryption Algorithm
The two camouflage images O1’and O2’ with the image size of n x 
m pixels, a sequence of random bits are the inputs and the output is 
the hidden secret image I’ with image size of n/3 x m/3 pixels.

For r = r• 1 to rG do Step 2 to Step 4.
Extract the first 3 x 3 blocks V• 1

r and V 2
r  from both camouflage 

images O1’ and O2’, respectively.
Arrange V• 1

r and V 2
r to two 1 x 9 matrices S 1

r and S 2
r , 

respectively.
Scan through the 9 subpixels in the vector and note the • 
coordinates of the k1 and the k1-1 colors previously 
encrypted.
Count the number of k and k-1 pixels in the processed vector, • 
denoted as countk-1, countk, respectively.
If count• k-1 < countk, the transparent pixel is color k-1, 
otherwise, set it to k.

Use the k• 1 and k2 colors to find the secret pixel using the F(.,.) 
function and the random number previously transmitted.
Repeat for all txt block pixels in the camouflage images • 
O1’and O2’                       

This modified algorithm achieves better quality of the camouflage 
images compared to Chang and Yu’s scheme. 

IV. Results
 A secret image is hidden into two meaningful cover images.
As seen in fig. 2, the camouflage images obtained using the Chang 
and  Yu’s secret sharing scheme are noisy and of poor resolution. 
By observing two camouflage images and two cover images in fig. 
2, it is noticed that some secret image is shared in two cover images 
in the form of noise. So, there is a possibility for guessing the 
secret image. However, the recovery process is lossless. Therefore, 
some modifications required in Chang and Yu’s [4], secret sharing 
scheme to reduce the noise in the camouflage images. These 
modifications were discussed in section III.
As seen in fig. 3, the camouflage images obtained using improved 
image generation scheme are noiseless. By observing two 
camouflage images and two cover images in fig. 3, it is very 
difficult to guess the secret image. Thus, this scheme is more 
secure than Chang and Yu’s [4], scheme.
In this paper, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [8], is used  
to evaluate the quality of the camouflage images and recovered 
secret image. Table1 gives the simulation results.

Fig. 2: Secret Sharing Scheme Algorithm Results

Fig. 3: Improved Image Generation Scheme Algorithm Results
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Table1 : PSNR Values for Images of Two Algorithms

Algorithm Camouflage 
image 1

Camouflage 
image 2

Recovered secret 
image

Chang 
and Yu’s 
scheme

31.4314 24.2663 57.8132

Improved 
algorithm 9.6108 6.0206 53.0981

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an effective (2, 2) secret color 
image sharing scheme. Based on the modified visual cryptography, 
the new scheme provides an efficient way to share a gray image 
among different images. Furthermore the construction does not 
need any complex computations or a predefined color index table; 
it only needs the basic XOR operation and a sequence  of random 
bits for each pixel.
As future work, this scheme can possibly be modified to hide 
two independent colored secret images into n meaningful colored 
cover images. The recovery process of both secret images should 
remain lossless.
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